Nucleotide sequence of the goat embryonic alpha globin gene (zeta) and linkage and evolutionary analysis of the complete alpha globin cluster.
In previous studies we identified and sequenced clones containing two adult alpha globin genes of the goat. Additional studies have revealed the presence of an embryonic alpha globin gene termed zeta. Sequence analysis of the gene shows that it is the largest mammalian or avian globin gene cloned to date. Its unusual size is mainly due to a 14 base-pair tandem repeat sequence in its first intron. A similar sequence is also found in the first intron of the human zeta gene. The goat zeta coding sequence differs greatly from that of the adult alpha, particularly at amino acid position 38, where it codes for the amino acid replacement of Gln for Thr. This change may confer a higher intrinsic O2 affinity on the zeta globin protein, ensuring a sufficient O2 supply for the developing goat embryo. The cloning and sequencing of this gene completes the alpha globin locus of the goat, composed of three genes in the following order 5'-zeta-I alpha-II alpha-3'. Evolutionary comparisons of the goat alpha locus with other amphibian, avian and mammalian loci reveal several interesting features. Statistical analysis confirms the hypothesis that the embryonic alpha gene is much older (400 million years) than the embryonic beta gene (200 million years), and that it is descended from a primordial gene, whose present-day counterpart is the Xenopus larval alpha globin gene. Our results also suggest that after the divergence of the avian line, the alpha A gene converted the alpha D gene during the evolution of the pre-mammalian line. The alpha D globin gene remains unconverted in the avian line, potentially because of insertion/deletion sequences that may prevent any gene conversion event. The divergence rates of specific globin genes have been analyzed and found to form an essentially straight line, in agreement with the neutralist view of evolution.